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by which the waste slime-cakes are dislodged and fall into ore trucks. The arrangement of the vats is shown in Fig. 165.1
The Butters Filter 2 also consists of a number of parallel plates or leaves, but they remain stationary in a filtering vat. Thin pulp after agitation is run into the vat, and as liquid is withdrawn by the vacuum pump more pulp is added. When cakes of slime J to 1 inch thick have been formed on the canvas leaves (inside which cocoa matting is placed), the pulp is run off and succeeded by barren solution or water tor washing as in the Moore filter. When washing is complete, the cakes are detached by water pressure from within and, disintegrating in the water, are carried awav when it is run oft".
The canvas filtering surfaces in both these filters become clogged with calcium salts in course of time, and this is removed with dilute (2 per cent.) hydrochloric acid. Both these filters are of great efficiency. Sometimes a lower vacuum gives better results than a higher one.
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Conveyor
KM........Moore .Killer Vats.
The Butters filter installation at Brakpan Mines, Transvaal, in shown in Fig. 166.3 This plant contains 336 filter leaves, and has a capacity of 1,200 tons of dry slime per twenty-four hours. The cost of operation i,s about 3d. per ton, the slime assays 2*6 dwts., and the average extraction is 1)5*5 per •cent. Air-lift vats are in common use with vacuum filters on the Rand.
The Ridyway FiUer.*—This machine consists of 12 or 14: cast-iron horizontal filtering frames, which are in the form of sectors of a circle. They are ^suspended from hollow arms which radiate from a central hollow revolving •column, and also run on rollers at the periphery. The frames revolve in a .shallow annular trough divided by partitions into three compartments, one filled with slime pulp and the second with wash-water, whilst the third is the discharge chamber. The under side of the frames is the filter surface, and is
1  (rowland, Non-Fcrroun Afctalx, p. 252.
2  Mineral Industry, 190(5, p. 411 ; Mwj. and AV-/. 3
, June "22 and 29, 1907.
3  From a photograph kindly supplied by Mr. F. L. Bosqiri.
4  Mineral I'ndu&try, 1907, p. 540 ; Gowland, Noii-'Fo-rou^ Jl/<tf«/x, p. 255.

